
Meade' Model #1 220 Field De-rotater
for 7",8u, 10u, and 12' LX2O0 Telescopes

Meade LX200 model telescopes may be operated in the
altazimuth mode (1.e,, without polar alignnent) lor all visual
applications and for photographic or CCD imaging exposures of
up to about five minutes duration. During longer exposures in
the altazimuth mode, however, an effect called field rotation
becomes evident. Simply put, even if the telescope is perlectly
guided on a central star during a long exposure, stars at the
edge of the field appear to rotate about the field center during
the exposure.

Operating lnstructions

Iteade #1220 Field De-Rotator (arrow,l, shown with #62 T-Adapter
and 35mm camera body attached to a Meade 10'LX200, ready for
longlexposure astrophoiography.

Traditionally, field rotation with an aftazimuth-mounted telescope
has been cured with the addition of an equatorial wedge or other
mechanical device that causes the polar axis of the telescope to
be aligned with the celestial pole. The Meade #1220 Field De-
rotater was designed to simplify operations by eliminating the
elfects of altazimuth-induced field rotation withautlhe use of an
equatorial wedge or other mechanical device.

The #1220 Field De-rotater is shipped lully assembled and
ready to install onto the D€00 model telescopes. Once
installed, operation of the Field De-rotater is controlled by the
telescope's on-board computer and is lully automatic-

Attaching the Field De-rotater

1. Remove the eyepiece holder from the rear-cell of the
telescope. Thread the #1220 Field De-rotater on to the
rear-cell thread ol the telescope. "Firm-feel" hand
tightening is sufficient; overtighiening may damage the
thr6ads. Camera adaplers, CCD imagers and other
devic€s can then be attached to the rear-thread of the
*1220 unirl.

2. Plug the coiled cord (supplied with the #1220 unh) into the
jack on the side of the Field De-rotater. The other end of
the coiled cord plugs into the RS-232 jack on the
telescop's control panel.

ll desired, both the #1220 unft and a personal computer may be
simultaneously and independently operaied through the RS-232
port using a Y-connector which may be purchased at most
electronic supply stores. The appropriate Y-connector must
utilize all six of the possible wires within the connector. (e.9.,
Fry's Electronics Part No. 88T-11-6 Six Conductor Modular
Duplex Jack Adapter.)

Use of the Field De-rotater

1. The #1220 Field De-rotater is powered through the
telescope and is activaled when the telescope's control
panel is tumed on. The unit will emit one short "beep,"
indicating that it is receiving power and communicating
with the serial port of the telescope.

li the long, steady "beeps" continue, the Field De-rotater is
unable to communicate with the serial port. Allow the
#'1220 unit to "beep'for a few seconds. lf the #1220 unit
is slill unable to establish communieations, cycle the power
on and ofi and confirm that the cord is attached properly.

2. Align the telescrpe as usual, using the 2-star technique or
another'technique descn'bed in the D€OO manuaL

3. Once the telescope is aligned, signals are automatically
fed through the RS-232 port to the Field De-rotater. Using
this information, the #1220 unit calculates the required
rotation compensation-rate and rotates the lelescope
appropriately. The rate changes continuously and
automatically, depending on the telescope's pointing
location in the sky.

4. The #122O Field De-rotater can be connected or
disconnected at any time during an observing run. When
the #1220 unit is connected to the system, the telescope's
computer will communicate its current position to the
#1220 unit which will then begin field de-rotating
conections.

User Notes

General Guiding Tips: No teleseope, however well-made, can
track an astronomical object for an extended period ol time
without requiring small position corections. This process,
known as guiding, is sometimes accomplished with a high
powered guide scope npunted on the side ol the telescope.
With the #1220 Field De-rotater, however, this guiding method is
not effective.

The #1220 Field De*otater lunciions by physically rotating h$

rear cell to compensate forthe altazimuth induced lield rotation.
Therefore, any equipment attached lo lhe #1220 unit benefils
from this rotalion. Because the guide scope is not attached to
the #1220 unit, it is still in the "altazimuth" configuration. Guiding
through an "altazimuth" guide scope will only add the lield
rotation effects back into the system, thus counteracting the
Field De-rotater.



To successfully guide on an object with the Field De-rotater in
place, it is necessary to utilize an off-axis guider plaeed between
the #'1220 unit and the camera body.

Guiding on a Slar: To avoid conlusion while guiding, note that
the "Guide" speed on the D€00 hand controller moves the
telescope in the true North, South, East and West directions.
The other three slewing speed options move the telescope in
ahitude or azimuth.

LX200 "Go To" Gommand: When using the "Go To" command
wathin the LX20O software, the telescope will not !o to" any
obiect within 40" ol the zenith (50'from the horizon). This limit
is automatically set by the #1220 unit and is designed to protect
any equipment attached to the rear-cell of the teleseope trom
moving into the mount. While this limit can be changed within
lhe Object Library-Parameters-Lower function, this is not
recommended.

50' Attilude Warning "Beeps": lf the telescope passes
beyond lhe 50" altitude limit - either while the telescope is

being moved manually, or while the telescope is tracking on an
obiect during a long exposure photograph - the #1220 Field
De-rotater will emit six beeps to alert the user of its position. At
this tinp, it will be nec,essary to check the location and
orientation of the telescope, the camera attachments extending
from its rear€ell, and the mount. lt is better to end an exposure
early than damage a camera by running it into the mount.

Tracking at the Zenilh: The telescope was not designed to
track objects as they pass through the zenith. lf the telescope
configuration allows the #1220 Field De-rotater and various
attachments to pass between the forks, the Fbld De-rotater will
emit long steady beeps when the altitude reaches 90o,
indicating the telescope is no longer tracking.

Altazimuth Mode Operations: When the telescope is
operating in the Altazimuth Mode, there will be no periodic error
correction or backlash compensation. Thess correetions will
need to be performed manually.

Canrera Movemen* During a long exposure photograph,
periodically check the camera position in relationship to the
mount, to avoid having the camera rotate into the fork mounts.
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